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Abstract—Alzheimer’s and related dementia are associated
with a gradual decline in cognitive abilities of an individual,
impairing independent living abilities. Wandering, a purposeless
disoriented locomotion tendency or behavior of dementia patients,
requires constant caregiver supervision to reduce the risk of physical harm to patients. Integrating technology into care ecology
has the potential to alleviate stress and expense. An automatic
wandering detection system integrated with an intervention module may provide warnings and assistive suggestions in times of
abnormal behavior. In this study, we survey existing research on
technology aided methodologies and algorithms used in detection
and management of wandering behavior of individuals affected
with dementia. Our study provides insights into mechanisms of
collecting movement data and finding patterns that distinguish
wandering from normal behavior.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Dementia is a neuro-degenerative disease that decreases
independence. Dementia affects the lives of ∼ 47 million
people worldwide [1], which is estimated to increase to 131.5
million in 2050. According to the Alzheimer’s report from
2016, around 5.5 million Americans suffer from Alzheimer’s
dementia resulting in medical expense (professional caregiver
and treatment cost) of $259 billion. Family members (unpaid,
unprofessional caregivers) spend 18.2 billion hours per year
amounting to $230.1 billion [2].
Dementia is sometimes revealed through ‘wandering’,
which is a pervasive behavioral symptom in dementia patients
[3]. It is defined as “a syndrome of dementia-related locomotion behavior having a frequent, repetitive, temporally disordered, and/or spatially-disoriented nature that is manifested
in lapping, random, and/or pacing patterns, some of which are
associated with eloping, eloping attempts, or getting lost unless
accompanied” [4]. It may be triggered by various factors such
as frustration, the intent for socialization or work, boredom
or escaping tendencies [3]; however, it is quite unforeseeable
and therefore requires supervision for detection and arbitration.
Unattended aimless roaming of a patient may lead to agitation,
fatigue, vertigo and in extreme cases physical harm due to
falling or colliding with objects in the vicinity [2]. Moreover,
wandering has been identified as one of the main reasons for
nursing home placement or institutionalization [5], as it has
proven to be too arduous for caregivers to manage in home
environments.

Technological intervention, for detection and mediation of
wandering behavior, would share the load of human labor and
may also improve the privacy and independence of the patient.
For example, an automatic wandering detection module can
be integrated with an intervention module (i.e. for generating
alert signals) to build a real-time system to produce prompt
warnings [6]. This would help in reducing immediate health
hazards associated with the aimless movement. Additionally,
wandering behavior is correlated with the cognitive state
of a dementia patient. Automatically generated records of
wandering frequency and patterns would aid in keeping track
of patients’ cognitive health. As mentioned before, wandering
behavior requires a considerable amount of caregiver vigilance;
an automated technological solution has the potential to lower
caregiver burden as well as medical cost.
A comprehensive survey or review on technological interventions for wandering management would contribute to
research efforts in computation and cognitive health sectors
and create a platform for future studies. As a precursor to formulating a robust algorithm for detecting wandering behavior,
a survey on existing systems, would help delineate practical
and effective approaches along with limitations, disclosing
opportunities for future research. With that view, we selected
several literature and investigated what attributes are incorporated in various systems to address wandering management.
We draw an overview of the systems, focusing on technologies employed, underlying strategies or algorithms, scenarios
or system goals and searched for overlapping or common
grounds, along with challenges inferred from experimental
results. We are going to list the technologies proposed or
utilized in existing literature as well as real world devices.
The subsequent chapters elaborate on the above- mentioned
points. While section II summarizes the methodologies of
literature selection, Sections III and IV mentions the individuals and scenarios the systems are designed around. Sections
V, VI, VII, and VIII consists of a survey on proposed or
existing systems for wandering detection or management, built
for indoor and outdoor scenarios, addressing various forms of
wandering. Finally, we conclude in Section X, preceded by a
discussion in Section IX.
II.

S EARCH M ETHODOLOGIES

In this study, we aimed to gain insights on current methodologies of technological intervention and related challenges
in the domain of wandering management, which will provide platform for future design opportunities. We selected
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twenty-three literature from scientific journal and conference
publications. Additionally, we reviewed eight commercially
available systems to explore technologies employed in real
world scenarios. Initially, we used Google Scholar search
to retrieve the pertinent literature. Subsequently we focused
our search to specific journal and conference domains based
on the preliminary search results and literature. In preliminary attempts of searching relevant literature, we employed
‘dementia’, ‘Alzheimer’s disease’, ‘wandering’, ‘wandering
behavior’, ‘detection’, ‘classification’, ‘prediction’, ‘wandering
patterns’, ‘algorithm’, ‘technology’, ‘design’ and ‘management’ keywords in various combinations. We integrated, ‘mild
cognitive impairment’, ‘elderly’, ‘GPS’, ‘location’, ‘tracking’,
‘caregiver’, ‘assistive technology’, and ‘sensor’ keywords in
subsequent searches. We excluded literature concerning dementia diagnosis, solutions for dementia symptoms not related
to wandering (i.e. memory improvement exercise), activity
detection with no specific component for wandering detection,
topics unrelated to technology in wandering management, and
intervention methodologies.

travelling in larger areas by foot or by means of vehicular
transportation (public and private). For example, Opportunity
Knocks [14] (targeted for individuals with mild cognitive
impairment) incorporates use-case for public transportation to
improve independent life style. Reference [15] describes two
scenarios - spatial disorientation (individual can not recognize
surroundings and is unable to return to a known place) and
goal-oriented disorientation (individual travels to an irrelevant
place on purpose due to warped memory). Reference [8]
considers speed of travel to differentiate between walking and
riding motor vehicle. Wandering pattern detection in indoor
ecology has been examined in studies both in technology
domain [16] [17] and in medical field [18], [19], [20], [21],
underscoring the significance of such an analysis. Indoor
wandering monitoring systems deal with scenarios where patient attempts to leave residential or care facility unattended
(elopement), moves around the facility or inside one room
aimlessly following some patterns, leaves bed or room at usual
sleeping hours or falls [22], [23].
V.

III.

TARGET ACTORS

Primary actors or users of the proposed systems are individuals suffering from various levels of dementia. Technological
interventions may be selected based on patient’s level of
cognitive decline measured by medical scales (Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) or Reisberg Scale [7]). People with mild
cognitive impairment, capable of independent living to some
degree, may be equipped with system built to handle outdoor
wandering. Patients with greater level of cognitive decline,
confined to a secured indoor environment for their safety
and well-being, are most likely to be assisted with systems
built for indoor wandering management. Secondary actors or
users of proposed systems are the caregivers (relatives or paid
professional helpers) of dementia patients. In most systems,
their role is to receive updates of patient status or notifications
during critical situations. Some systems integrate emergency
services (Law enforcement or medical services) as actors with
approval from caregivers and enable their assistance to ensure
patient safety.
IV.

TARGET S CENARIOS

Design of a system depends substantially on target scenario. This is evident in the variation of scenarios researchers
selected, primarily to narrow down to one component or
perspective of wandering and deal with the trade-off between
simplicity and efficiency of a solution. There are two scenarios
in broad spectrum regarding the location of wandering behavior: outdoor and indoor. When the patient is confined to a
residence or care facility, it comes under the category of indoor
wandering behavior. On the other hand, a patient traveling
around much larger area (maybe around a city) falls under the
radar of outdoor wandering behavior. Depending on whether
the patient is inside or outside, the employed technologies may
vary extensively. To identify and address wandering in the
outdoor environment, several research studies have developed
algorithms and GPS based solutions as non-pharmaceutical
approaches and demonstrated promising results in terms of
data output and human response [6] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]
[13]. Solutions proposed to tackle outdoor wandering considers

I NDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT

In this section, we discuss systems addressing wandering
management in indoor environments, i.e. private residence
or nursing homes. Tables I and II summarizes the described
systems.
A. Smart Home
Doughty et al. [24] proposed placement of various sensors and actuators devices across the residence to manage
wandering behavior. Wrist-worn devices are proposed to track
sensor activation and to send alarms to actuators. For example,
triggered by a door sensor, the wrist-worn device may send
radio beacon to remote authorities indicating elopement. Software running on a local personal computer acts as the central
management component. ID codes of devices are transmitted
using FM radio pulse signal and source of transmission is
located using high gain directional antennas.
B. Smart Hospital
A Smart Hospital system architecture is proposed by Nugent et al. [26]. In a hospital topology, active and passive RFID
tags can be attached to objects and individuals, with RFID
readers placed on doorways. Signals from local readers are
aggregated by ward and floor level reader nodes and sent to
a central IT server through a middleware (Application Level
Event engine). To enhance the accuracy of the location data,
the authors propose multi-modality, such as utilizing signals
from mobile both Bluetooth and Wireless Local Area Network
devices.
C. Late Hour Wandering Detection
Night time wandering, due to abnormal sleep pattern, could
be hazardous for people with dementia. Supervision to such behavior requires modification to caregiver sleep routine, which
consequently disrupts their daily life. With an aim to detect if
patient is leaving bed, Masuda et al. [25] integrated a system
composed of a mat-shaped step sensor which, if stepped on,
gets activated, triggers an illumination system around the area,
and sends out signal to a wandering alarm component. This
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TABLE I.

A SUMMARY OF I NDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS PROPOSED TO AID DEMENTIA PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS .

Year

Goal

Data

Sensors

Hardware

[24]

1998

Activity and event detection (i.e mobility)

Multiple type

Desktop computer, Personal handy-phone system, Light source, Display device

[25]

2002

[26]

2003

Detect night time wandering
Locate Wandering person
in a large facility

Tag ID, Time-stamp,
Reader ID
sensor activation signal

Passive infrared sensors,
Inductive
coupling
sensor,
Identification
badge,
Piezoelectric
sensor, Microphone, Matshaped step sensors, Door
sensors, Thermostats
Step sensor

[23]

2007

Detect night time wandering

Sensor activation signal

[22]

2011

Detect night time wandering

–

[27]

2011

Wandering prediction

Location coordinates ,
Transponder
number,
Date, Time

Active Ultra Wideband
RFID

[28]

2015

Wandering prediction

Activity frequency and
time, Step count, Heart
rate, Location visit frequency, Event frequency
and time

Wrist worn activity sensor (step counter), Heart
rate sensor, Switch sensor, 3d-depth camera

TABLE II.

[24]
[25]
[26]
[23]
[22]
[27]
[28]

RFID

Bed occupancy sensor,
Motion sensor, Door
opening sensor
Ultra-wideband impulseradio(UWB-IR)

Sensor signal receiver,
Lighting
RFID tag & receiver, Mobile device, Central server

Wireless receiver

UWB-IR generator, lownoise amplifier (LNA),
digitizer, transmit/receive
antenna
RFID tag transponder and
sensor, Ethernet switch,
Network cable, Notebook
computer
Kinect

Technology/
frameworks
–

platforms/

Personal
handy-phone
system (PHS)
Application Level Event
(ALE) engine, Bluetooth,
WLAN, Bayesian Network, Sequence Matching
–

–

Ubisense 2.0 software

–

A SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE I NDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS

Study type

Implementation

No
Clinical trial
No
Clinical trial
User study
Clinical Trial
No

No
Yes
No
yes
yes
yes
No

Evaluation/
Experiment
No
Yes
No
yes
yes
yes
No

Experiment detail

Result

–
System testing, 3 participants, 4 weeks
–
Control group experiment, 55 residence
System testing, Detect scenarios
–
–

–
Detected wandering 30 times
–
Not reported
Detection rate 95%
–
–

component has a personal handy-phone system (PHS) terminal
that sends warning notification and step sensor ID to caregiver
PHS receiver. A solution proposed by Rowe et al. [23] is
designed to alert caregivers only when patient leaves bed at
night time, thus reducing the need for constant vigilance at late
hours. The system consists of bed occupancy sensor, motion
sensor, door opening sensor, wireless receiver and control
panel running a software with specialized features. The bed
occupancy sensor is an air bag connected to a transmitter,
through an air pressure switch. When air pressure switch
changes state (open when air pressure is low or close when
pressure is high), the transmitter sends signal (off or on)
to a remote receiver. Ota et al. [22] employ ultra-wideband
impulse-radio (UWB-IR) to detect specific states of a patient,
such as - static on bed, moving on bed, fall, wander inside
room, get in or out of the room. UWB-IR is a non-obtrusive
technology, capable of detecting nuances in movement from
afar while preserving privacy and health. Distance of various
objects from the sensors generates a range of received power
delays. Moreover, movements (introducing new object on or
near static objects) change the values of power delays, making
them detectable.

behavior in indoor environment is proposed by Toutountzi et al.
[28]. They propose to employ an assortment of sensors (Step
counter, heart-rate sensor, door sensor, 3d-depth camera) to
collect and compile data to detect some of the factors stated
in AWS, such as increased aimless and repetitive walking or
decreased sleep time. Active RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) generated data is used in a series of studies [20], [27],
that aims to verify the role of tortuosity in movement data
in predicting dementia. Reference [27] employs wrist-worn
RFID transponders along with wall-mounted UWB (Ultrawide Band) sensors and a real-time location analysis software.
To predict wandering in the Smart hospital environment,
Nugent et al. [26] propose an event-based sequence matching
prediction algorithm. The goal is to predict the next event in a
sequence of events. Transitions from one event to another are
extracted from previous data, with a score associated with each
pair. For each new event in the sequence, score associated with
the transition to the current event from the previous event is
increased by a constant factor. Scores for all other transitions
to the current event are decreased by a constant factor. When
predicting an upcoming event, the highest scored transition
from current event is selected.
VI.

D. Prediction Frameworks
Based on the wandering activities listed in Algase Wandering Scale (AWS) [29], a framework for predicting wandering

O UTDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT

In this section, we would discuss some systems where
outdoor location data plays a central role in wandering man-
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Fig. 1. General black-box model of outdoor wandering management systems.
Overview of the proposed system architectures convey a general flow: acquire
location data from patient, transmit location data to server, run calculations and
transmit result to caregiver, and then transmit back intervention messages to
patient. One or more components of this flow are present in the discussed
systems. The differences lie in underlying technologies and frameworks,
influenced by available devices at the time of the research.

agement. Tables III and IV summarizes the described systems.
Vuong et al. [30] describe a general design in this regard.
In majority of the systems, the central task is to detect the
current location of the patient. Sensors embedded in a mobile
device is carried by the patient. Location details of the carrier
are sent to a remote server that runs wandering or anomaly
detection applications and transmits intervention signals back
to patient. Some systems include a caregiver device in ecology,
to monitor patient status and receive notifications. Fig. 1
illustrates a general flow of the systems. Standard state-ofthe-art location detection, communication and network services
are used for tracking and data transmissions. A non-exhaustive
list of technologies includes Global Positioning System (GPS),
Geographic information system (GIS), Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Collected
tracking data may be stored in databases. How long the data
should be stored, may depend on the goal. For example, if the
data is collected to infer cognitive health by observing human
behavior, then it need to be stored for a longer time, but if
the goal is to predict or detect immediate wandering episodes
or to estimate current location of the patient, the data can be
discarded from memory after a shorter period.

public transport. While traveling using public transportation,
the patient carries a sensor beacon and a mobile phone. Sensor
beacon collects GPS data and transmits to a mobile phone by
Bluetooth. Based on current location, the application running
on the mobile device, shows images of potential destinations
(selected from frequently visited places by the patient). The
mobile phone, working as a network access point, sends data to
a remote server using GPRS network. Based on location (safe
or unsafe route), the server sends back intervention data (i.e.
bus route to destination) to the patient phone, which produces
audio-visual assistance and alerts. When user selects a destination, bus routes are suggested, and instructions regarding
the next course of actions are conveyed (i.e. bus stop to board
or get off). As user progresses along a route, user locations
are processed to determine if he is on the correct path. If user
diverge from suggested route, warning prompt is produced, and
instructions are updated to bring back user to correct route. The
system also has provisions to differentiate between incorrect
travel route and purposeful new route.
IRoute system [37] deploys Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
architecture, to predict travel in one or more potential travel
routes, depending on one or more destinations. Previous travel
information is leveraged to predict routes to a goal destination.
The system tracks person with dementia in real-time and
updates predictions according to location changes. Deviation
from predicted route is considered anomalous behavior. As
an intervention technique, correct route is provided to coerce
person with dementia to follow correct path. Failure to comply
with the guidance triggers system to notify caregivers. Running
on a GPS equipped mobile phone, the BDI agent is responsible
for route prediction using user input (list of travel locations and
activities, frequency of occurrences, start times and destination
locations) and routes stored from previous travels (a set of time
stamps and GPS location points to a destination location).
C. Safe-Zone or Geo-fence Centered Systems

A. General Tracking Systems
A GPS tracking system is proposed by Shimizu et al. in
[31] built with a GPS receiver and a mobile phone carried by
person with dementia and a remote personal computer. The
GPS receiver retrieves location data (longitude and latitude
coordinates) from GPS satellites and transmits it to the remote
computer via the mobile phone over a mobile telephone
network. The patient’s location can be monitored by a caregiver
through the computer. Calvo et al. developed a similar system
[33] using an Android mobile device with 2G, 3G, Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi as data transmission mediums. To communicate
patient’s location to caregivers, they implemented a mobile
social network engine LibreGeoSocial. Mulvenna et al. [43]
developed a software COGKNOW to help dementia patients
in independent living. A tablet computer works as a hub for
sensors placed at doors and furniture at home, while outside, a
mobile phone collects Geo-location data using GPS. A server
is connected to the system that stores data accessible by
caregivers through a web interface.
B. Destination Oriented Travel
Opportunity Knocks, a solution proposed by Patterson et
al. [14], was built to aid in destination-oriented travel where
person with dementia needs to travel around a city area using

Some systems employ algorithms devised around safe-zone
paradigm where person with dementia is secured if his or her
location is inside a predefined virtual geographical fence (geofence) or zone. In this section, we discuss systems that utilizes
this idea. Various ways are described for defining safe zones. A
circular safe zone could be defined with a small radius, initially
encompassing only patient’s residence and adjustable when
needed [8]. The center could be determined by where patient’s
tracking device is charged for a extended period of time. The
geo-fence could be centered at home with a radius extending
to the farthest frequented location selected upon interview
with person with dementia and caregiver [38]. Author in [41]
defines Home-zone and Secure-zone, where patient lives in
Home-zone (a point element on map) and Secure-zone is
polygon shaped area surrounding Home-zone. Multiple zones
could also be defined to indicate safety status of person with
dementia. A set of discrete locations (home, close-to-home,
far-from-home) could be derived from GPS location data. The
zone borders can be drawn manually on a map application,
or learned using heuristic, statistical clustering or Bayesian
method [15]. In [40], a set of points are selected as secured
places (i.e. home, relative’s house), called Hot-Spots. Separate
circles are defined, centered at each Hot-Spot, to mark zones.
The zones are defined in a similar way as [39] - familiar area,
caution area and completely unfamiliar area. A series of safe
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TABLE III.

A SUMMARY OF O UTDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS PROPOSED TO AID DEMENTIA PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS

year

Data

Sensors

Hardware

Technology/
frameworks

[31]

2000

GPS

[32]

2004

[14]

2004

GPS data (longitude, latitude)
GPS data (longitude, latitude)
GPS data (longitude,latitude)

GPS
receiver,
Mobile
phone, Modem
Mobile phone, Desktop
computer
Beacon sensor, Mobile
phone, Remote server

[33]

2009

GPS data (longitude,latitude)

GPS

Mobile phone

[8]

2010

GPS
data
(longitude,
latitude),
time
of
day,
time
outside, weather
condition
GPS data (longitude, latitude)
GPS
data
(longitude,
latitude),
sound
data, W-SIM ID
GPS data (longitude, latitude, altitude), time
GPS
data
(longitude,
latitude),
XML
message
GPS data (longitude, latitude)

GPS

Mobile phone

GPS

GPS
data
(longitude,
latitude), time, Op
code, picture
XML
message
(GPS
location
data, zone, speed,
timestamp), Cell
ID

GPS

GPS (longitude,
latitude)
XML
message,
timestamp
GPS
data
(latitude,
longitude), time

[34],
[35]
[36]

2010,
2011
2011

[37]

2011

[15]

2012

[38]

2013

[39]

2014

[40]

2015

[41]

2015

[42]

2016

Algorithm

–

Data
communication
protocols/
service/
network
Mobile network

Personal Handy-phone System (PHS), GIF
J2ME (Java 2 Microedition)

Mobile network, Internet, Email
Bluetooth, GSM network (GPRS), Internet

Safe zone

Android, Google Android
FLOSS, Google Map &
Navigation
Android SDK, Java, SQL
database, Google Map &
Navigation, Google Voice

LibreGeoSocial mobile
social network, Internet

Mobile phone, Remote
Server
low transmitting power mobile phone , amplifier , one
chip microcontroller

GPS

Mobile
server

GPS

Smart
phone,
Remote
server, Desktop computer

GPS

GPS
GPS

platforms/

–

Hierarchical
Bayesian
model
Safe zone

dynamic
network

Internet, Mobile network

Bayesian
Support
Machine,
regression,
formula

Network,
Vector
nonlinear
Haverine

Agent Factory Micro Edition (AFME), J2ME
–

Internet, SMS, Email,
Wi-Fi, 3G, Bluetooth
Internet, Mobile Network, Email

Safe zone

Jadex agent framework,
XML
based
Agent
Definition File (ADF)
Android

Internet

Belief-Desire-Intension
(BDI) architecture, User
destination prediction
Partially
Observable
Marcov
Desicion
Process (POMDP)

Tracking
device
(programmable
wrist
watch), Mobile phone,
Remote server
Mobile phone, server computer

XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol)

GSM network (SMS,
MMS, A-GPS, GPRS,
3G), Internet, HTTP,
XMTP
Wi-Fi, Internet

Safe zone (geo-fence)

GPS

Mobile
server

Internet, Mobile network

Safe zone

GPS

Smart phone, server computer

IP Multimedia Subsystem
Presence
Service,
SIP/SIMPLE
protool,
GEOPRIV extension, XML
Document
Management
Server (XDMS), XML
Configuration
Access
Protocol
(XCAP),
OpenIMS,
Mobicents,
Android, IMS Droid
Apacha-PHP-MySQL tool
stack, Android, Google
Maps API, OpenStreetMap

Mobile network

Safe zone

GPS

GPS device (SIM808 chip,
IMU, micro-controller (Arduino Nano board), LSD
display), Remote server

SQL database, Google Map
API

Mobile phone network
(GSM, GPRS), SMS,
HTTP

Safe zone, travel pattern
learning

GPS, microphone

phone,

phone,

Remote

Remote

zones are identified automatically in [42], by mining travel data
and detecting most frequented places. Gaussian Distribution is
utilized to normalize numerous location points for defining a
precise safe zone. Lost-zones [42] can be formulated based
on locations from where user takes longer time to come back
home. Zone thresholds are gradually learned from accumulated
travel data over time. Centered at the same point, [39] drew
two circles on a map to define zones. The area inside the
smaller circle is the safe-zone; the area between the larger and
the smaller circle is considered a warning zone; area outside
of the larger circle is considered unsafe.
iWander, an mobile application developed by Sposaro et
al. [8], leverages technology and services embedded in a
mobile phone device, based on the reasoning that a person
carries a mobile phone outdoors at all times. The application

Google Maps API

TCP/IP, Internet, Wi-Fi,
SMS

Safe zone

Safe zone

runs in the background and tracks location and weather data.
Divergence from patients’ regular routes or travel outside of
a defined safe zone activates the application, notifying the
caregiver and providing correct route direction to patient. It
also considers the speed with which the patient is traveling,
to determine automobile travel using Haversine formula [44].
Furthermore, a wandering detection algorithm is formulated
that applies Bayesian Networks model. It calculates the conditional probability of occurrence of wandering, given the age
of patient, dementia stage of patient, time of day, time outside
the safe zone and weather condition. Support vector machine
followed by a nonlinear regression is used to classify regular
and abnormal behavior.
The system designed by Wan et al. [34] and [35] consists of
specialized service oriented interconnected software, running
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TABLE IV.

A SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE O UTDOOR WANDERING M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS

Algorithm goal

[31]

Location detection

Intervention/
Notification
None

[32]

Tracking

Notification

Yes

User study (1 participant)

[14]

Movement behavior learning,
Anomaly detection, Assistive
Tracking
Movement behavior learning,
Anomaly detection
Tracking

Intervention

Yes

User study (1 participant)

System test with scenarios

GPS device is feasible if data
is collected sporadically
60 meter detection radius,
mean rescue time 13.1 minutes
Successful

Both
Both

No
Yes

–
Proposed clinical trial

–
–

–
–

Notification

Yes

Clinical trial (52 participants)

Location detection

Notification

Yes

User study (9 participants)

User satisfaction questionnaire, usability test
System test

[37]

Movement route prediction,
Anomaly detection, Assistive

Both

Yes

Clinical trial (one participant
with MCI)

[15]

Movement behavior learning,
Anomaly detection, Assistive
Online location tracking,
Zone status detection
Tracking, Fall detection
Tracking, Anomaly detection

Both

Yes

–

Tested single and multiple
destination prediction scenarios
–

92% task completion, 75%
positive usability
Minimum 15 second sound
data for 100% accuracy
System works for one example

Both

No

–

–

–

Both
Notification

No
Yes

–
–

Movement behavior learning,
Anomaly detection
Movement behavior learning

Notification

Yes

Clinical trial

–
Accuracy, false positive and
false negative evaluated.
85% positive usability

Both

No

–

–
Measured performance accuracy of eleven features
Usability test, Interview,
Questionnaire
–

[33]
[8]
[34],
[35]
[36]

[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]

Prototype

Study type

Experiment detail

Result

Yes

User study

Feasibility study of GPS device
Tracking capacity and rescue
time measurement

on a patients’ device, a caregiver device, and a data server.
The data server is equipped with authorized web service, to
securely track patient on a map, access patient history data,
create safe zones and perform related tasks, register patients
and caregivers, and update profile information. Alerts are sent
to caregiver in case patient is outside of the safe zone.
LaCasa [15] employs Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), to learn known locations of person
with dementia, and using that knowledge, detects anomalous
travel behavior and provide assistance when needed. A safezone is created where the patient resides more than 21.5
hrs./day or there is Wi-Fi connectivity at a known network. A
list of known locations is stored in a server. The patient mobile
device runs an application, InCense, built for behavioral data
collection. When InCense fails to detect a safe-zone WiFi (or
cellular) access point, it is triggered to collect location data
and initiate intervention methods such as displaying stored
images of known locations, playing audio prompt, or sending
a reminder SMS.
A solution is propo sed by Ogawa et al. [32], that utilizes Personal Handy-phone System (PHS) transmitter/receiver
network to create a safe-zone. The caregiver is notified via
a mobile device if patient is outside the threshold of the
safe zone (not within 100 meters of home). Matsuoka et
al. [36] uses a similar communication and sensor/receiver
deployment mechanism but with a different patient device.
Wandering outside a predefined safe zone triggers the patient
device to record environmental sound and to send to a server
computer along with location data, which the server transmits
to caregiver device.
Yuce et al. in [38] propose a social network of caregivers
(CaregiverNet), to search for a wandering patient. A wristwatch tracker is worn by the patient that collects location
data and sends it to a remote server periodically. Caregivers
should also carry a smart phone that has a communication

–

–

management application running on it. An auto intervention
mechanism (Call-based Supervision) is employed where a Novoice communication GSM call is placed through tracker,
to inquire patient status. Patient can ensure a safe status
by placing a similar call through the tracker. Failure to get
the safety response call from patient triggers the system to
notify all registered caregivers, asking confirmation if patient
is reachable. Negative response indicates patient is wandering.
Wandering state triggers system to increase frequency of location update from patient tracker, to retrieve all phone numbers
of registered caregivers and to send emergency message with
patient location. Then it periodically sends the current location
of patient to the caregivers, who agrees to volunteer in the
search, and eventually stops when a ‘FOUND’ signal (indicting
person with dementia is safe) is received from any caregiver.
Photo or images could be utilized as a data type in locating
a potentially wandering patient (Ko et al. [39]). A camera
equipped smart phone, attached to the body of person with
dementia, takes environmental images periodically and sends
to a remote cloud server, along with GPS location and time
stamp data. Frequency of collecting images can be customized
to save battery power. Even if GPS signal is lost in an indoor
environment, the system continues to transmit images of the
environment. Stepping outside a safe-zone triggers the system
to play a prerecorded intervention audio message to patient,
suggesting him/her to return to a known place. Caregivers
are also notified via phone call and lack of response from
caregivers triggers the system to notify emergency medical
services.
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture is utilized
to model a system suitable for wandering management by
Moreno et al. [40]. They implement IMS Presence Service
where ‘Presentities’ are patients, whose status are make known
by the PUBLISH and NOTIFY methods to caregivers (‘Watchers’ of Presence Service), who are registered by SUBSCRIBE
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method. The ‘Presence’ entities of the model (GPS location,
safe-zone information, speed of travel and timestamps) are sent
from a mobile phone to a Presence server.
Another system that employs safe-zones is developed by
Batista et al. [41]. An application runs on a GPS equipped
smart phone, that collects location data and sends three consecutive locations as XML message format to a remote server
at definite time intervals. To save battery life, data transmission
frequency can be customized according to day, night and
emergency period. Moreover, data is only collected if some
movement is detected by smart phone accelerometer. A website
enables caregivers to create and access patient profile, set
parameters and monitor alarms generated by anomalous behaviors such as venturing outside safe-zone, odd-time movement,
no movement or high-speed movement, and system failures.
With an aim to increase independence and privacy of person with dementia and reduce their dependence on caregiver,
Ng et al. [42] designed a portable GPS device. To keep the
user-interface simple, only two buttons are visible on the
devices LCD display. The ‘Home button’ invokes a visual
compass aiding the patient to find his own way home. In case
the patient needs assistance, patients’ current location is sent to
caregiver pressing the ‘Alert button’. The authors also formulated an algorithm where Safe-zone and lost-zone mechanisms
are employed to assist in detecting wandering behavior. For
30 days, the system collects users “GPS footprint”. In the
learning phase, the algorithm starts to refine its parameters and
to make decisions. A 20 days data window is used to update
the parameters further. Distances from home and displacement
times are statistically learned as parameters. Exceeding these
threshold values would be considered as abnormal elopement
behavior. In case of abnormal behavior, the system would
generate audio and visual intervention for the user. MartinoSaltzman movement patterns [21] and framework developed
by [16] are utilized to identify aimless walking.
VII.

Fig. 2. Chang et al. [13] formulates an algorithm to detect anomalous behavior
from travel paths or trajectories which are represented using boxes. For a subtrajectory, top and bottom sides of a box are maximum and minimum latitudes,
left and right sides are maximum and minimum longitudes. To create and
update a box, dimension thresholds are set, and incoming location coordinates
are used to update the length of the sides of the box. If any one of the sides
exceeds respective threshold, that box is added to trajectory. A new box is
created for upcoming location points and the procedure is repeated.

A LGORITHMS

Several studies focus on formulating detailed algorithms to
detect wandering. In this section, we explore three algorithms
for detecting spatial disorientation and five algorithms to distinguish the four geographical patterns proposed by MartinoSaltzman et al. [21] to detect wandering behavior. Table V
summarizes the described algorithms.
A. Anomaly Detection with Zone Boxes
Chang et al. [13] formulates an algorithm to detect anomalous behavior from travel paths or trajectories. Travel trajectory
is represented by a series of rectangular boxes, each constituting a sub-trajectory (Fig. 2). To establish a trajectory that
depicts normal behavior, a history of trajectories is utilized
to find overlapping areas. A weight is assigned to each area
or region, depending on the number of overlapped boxes, thus
creating a weighted trajectory (Fig. 3). This weighted trajectory
and probability are used to evaluate new trajectories to decide
if they represent anomalous or wandering behavior.
B. Anomaly Detection with Next Location Prediction
Vuong et al. [30] proposes an extension (Adaptive Confidence Estimation) to ‘next location prediction’ algorithm [47],

Fig. 3. Create Weighted Trajectory (Chang et al. [13]) using box representation to subsequently detect anomalous behavior from travel paths or trajectories

to utilize it in wandering management scenarios. The goal is to
predict anomalous behavior as soon as possible. In [47], given
a series of locations, the next location or state is predicted with
a confidence value. A ‘confidence counter’ associated with that
series of locations, keeps count of the correct predictions or
prediction confidence. The counter value is increased by 1 if
predicted result is correct and decreased by 1 otherwise. If the
value exceeds a threshold, the prediction is ‘deliverable’ or
reliable. Authors from [30] updates the ‘confidence counter’
based on how frequently a location is visited or an event
occurs. They propose to reduce confidence levels in a weighted
manner rather than at a flat rate; incorrect prediction associated
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TABLE V.
Year

A LGORITHMS DEVELOPED FOR WANDERING BEHAVIOR DETECTION IN TRAVEL DATA OF DEMENTIA PATIENTS

[13]

2010

Indoor/
outdoor
Outdoor

Sensors

Data

Algorithm

Study type

Evaluation

Result

GPS

Sequence of locations (latitude, longitude), Time

Real time deviation or
anomaly detection with
Box trajectory, Movement behavior learning
State predictors with
confidence
counter
(CC),
Adaptive
Confidence Estimation,
movement
behavior
learning, next location
prediction,
anomaly
detection
Movement pattern detection (Repeated location count)
Movement pattern detection (Episode Segmentation with Vector
Angles)
Movement pattern detection, Machine learning and Ad hoc approaches
Cycle and direction
analysis
in
travel
trajectory, Wandering
detection
Movement
pattern
detection
(movement
speed and orientation
pattern)
Movement pattern detection (Grid, episode
segmentation, travel efficiency, loop detection)

Clinical trial (8 participants)

Precision, recall

Augsburg
Indoor
Location Tracking
Benchmarks

Accuracy

Precision .90, recall .95, Computation time 15.1s to
22.7s
Accuracy .88

[30]

2011

Indoor

–

Sequence of locations (latitude, longitude)

[16]

2011

Indoor

RFID

Discrete
Time

Clinical trial data
set from [19] (1 participant)
User study (100
traces)

Classification and
comparison
with
empirical data
Area Under ROC
Curve

Consistent results

[6]

2012

Outdoor

GPS

Sequence of locations (latitude, longitude), Time

[17]

2014

Indoor

RFID

Discrete
Time

Clinical trial data
set from [19] (5 participants)

Precision, recall, latency, specificity, F1
measure

User
Study
(wandering
data
set),
SIMPATIC
clinical trial data set
User Study (5 participants) and clinical trial (2 participants)
Clinical trial (25
participants)

Detect cycles, direction change in two
data sets

Ad hoc algorithm
performed
better
than ML, Random
Forest best in ML
Wandering data set
has more cycles &
direction change

[12]

2015

Both

GPS

Sequence of locations (latitude, longitude)

[45]

2015

Indoor

Magneto
meter

Acceleration, Orientation

Recall, latency comparison with two algorithms

Average
83.44%,
12.8 sec

[46]

2016

Both

RFID

Continuous coordinates, Time

Recall, precision

Accuracy 90%

locations,

locations,

with more frequent locations are penalized more compared to
less frequented locations.
C. Wandering Detection with Cycles and Angles in Trajectory
Batista et al. utilized location, temporal and acceleration
data to formulate wandering detection algorithms. In [10], they
hypothesized that randomness is an integral part of wandering
behavior and concluded that short-length cycles in a travel
trajectory infers to wandering. Building on their theory and
centrality measure [48], they proposed a graph representation
of trajectory paths and deduced that frequency of nodes in subgraphs can be used to detect wandering [10]. In a subsequent
approach [12], the authors formulated two different algorithms
to identify wandering segments in trajectory data. First, they
selected a rectangular territory from the previously collected
GPS data and divided it into nodes. In the first algorithm, they
used the Schwarcfiter and Lauer’s algorithm [49] to produce
a set of cycles from a graph (JGraph from Java library). The
second algorithm utilizes the JAMA (Java Matrix Package) to
implement adjacency matrix, that stores the graph information
and computes small-length cycles. To detect the direction and
orientation of the individual, the method proposed by [6] was
used.
D. Temporal Episodic Approach
An ad-hoc algorithm (Fig. 4) was devised by Vuong et
al. [16], to detect and automatically classify Martino-Saltzman
[21] patterns in movement trajectories. Time and location
data utilized in the experiments are collected using RFID
activity monitoring system in a different study conducted in

Detection rate 90%,
False alarm rate 5%

recall
Latency

[19], [20]. The input to the algorithm is spatiotemporal data,
where locations are specific spots at an indoor environment and
temporal data are time instance or time spent at each location.
The authors assumed that time spent to move directly between
pairs of consecutive locations are constant and is set as hyper
parameters of the algorithm.
E. Utilization of Vector Angles
Algorithm proposed by Lin et al. [6] (Fig. 5) uses the
angle between two travel trajectories to detect wandering. The
algorithm aims to detect wandering patterns based on sharp
direction changes and segments. The authors considered only
lapping and pacing patterns [21] as indicators of wandering.
F. Deterministic Algorithm
Vuong et al. [17] formulated a deterministic algorithm
(Fig. 6) that classifies snippets in travel episodes as direct,
lapping, pacing or random [21]. Travel episodes, composed
of a sequence of locations and defined by start and stop
locations, are segmented by a module that considers stopping
threshold, maximum direct travel time, and wandering offset
time. Locations in a trajectory represents discrete locations in a
living facility as opposed to continuous location data. Extracted
episodes are inputs to a deterministic tree-based algorithm, that
detects the travel patterns [21] contained in an episode.
G. Machine Learning Approaches
In [17] the authors employed eight Machine Learning
algorithms - Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, Random
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Fig. 4. Wandering pattern identification algorithm proposed by Vuong et al. [16] that recognizes the Martino-Saltzman patterns (Direct, Random, Pacing, and
Lapping) [21] in the movement trajectory of a dementia patient. The complete spatial movement trajectory can be divided into ‘episodes’ by time. Each episode
consists of locomotion (time spent to move from a source location to a destination location) and non-locomotion (time spent at the destination location) phases.
An episode is formed with one or more consecutive movements (moving from one location to an immediate next location). The end location of one episode
is the start location of the next episode. A location is the end-point of an episode, if the duration of the episode exceeds 5.41 minutes at that location or time
spent at a location is more than 15 seconds. A pacing episode should include at least three movements between same two locations, whereas a lapping episode
should include at least two circular movements among at least three locations.

Forest, Bagging, Support Vector Machine, K Nearest Neighbor,
Logistic Regression, and Pruned Decision Tree (C4.5), on
data from [19] [20], in Weka environment, to classify travel
episodes as direct, random, lapping or pacing. Entropy, number
of repeated locations, number of repeated travel directions, and
number of opposite travel direction pairs are used as attributes.
H. Patterns from Inertial Sensor Output
Vuong et al. [45] use inertial sensor signals to distinguish
the four wandering patterns [21] in movement. An accelerometer is utilized to calculate the acceleration of the patient
to detect locomotion. A magnetometer component is used to
measure the orientation data of the patient. In ideal cases, the
system should output different types of orientation signals for
the four patterns To remove noise created by fluctuations, they
use scalar quantization to clamp a range of angular values to

discrete values.
I. Grid World Approach
Kumar et al. [46] redefined the four Martino-Saltzman
movement patterns (direct, lapping, pacing, random) [21] to
make them fit into a square grid representation of the environment. They distinguish among the patterns using grid and subpath interaction style, path efficiency, number of loops in the
path, and area within a loop. A movement trajectory is divided
into non-locomotion (no motion for more than sixty seconds)
and locomotion segments. Each locomotion segment is an
‘episode’ which is divided into ‘looping’ (longest continuous
segment which intersect with itself) and ‘non-looping’ (longest
continuous segment which does not intersect with itself) segments. Non-looping segments are labeled ‘direct’ or ‘random’
based on travel efficiency. The looping segments are labelled
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Fig. 5. θW D wandering detection algorithm proposed by Lin et al. [6] that indicates if a movement trajectory of a dementia patient contains wandering
episodes. ‘Sharp points’ are positions in the travel trajectory where the angle is at least 90 degrees. The authors defined wandering as - “a loop-like travel, with
each loop that consists of a series of trace segments, clamped by two adjacent sharp points within a given distance range”.

‘lapping’ or ‘pacing’ if there are two or more consecutive,
slightly overlapping loops. Enclosed area that exceeds the
minimum area possible with a given segment length indicates
a lapping pattern.
VIII.

C OMMERCIAL D EVICES

Wandering behavior, requiring an extensive amount of
supervision, inspires an assortment of assistive commercial
products [50] that leverages current technologies. Trax [51] is
a real time GPS tracker that transmits patient’s location, speed
and orientation data through cellular network to a smart phone
application. When patient steps out of predetermined safe
zones or Geofences at specific times, a warning notification in
issued to caregivers. Safe Link [52] is another real time GPS
tracker that periodically sends location data via internet to a
cloud based remote server which is accessible to caregivers
via internet through a website. PocketFinder [53] leverages
multiple locator technology, transmitting location information
every 60 seconds to a mobile application. Trajectory data
is stored for 60 days. Equipped with a GPS transmitting
data every 4 minutes, Mindme locator device [54] is used
to track its carrier on-line using a website. It is equipped
with multi-network SIM card, widening its connectivity range
with multiple cell networks. In GPS Smart Sole [55], GPS
technology is embedded in a shoe sole to be put inside a shoe.

GPS data is transmitted real time to a remote server via cellular
network and compiled into a trajectory history report, to be
accessed by caregivers via smart phone application or desktop
computer browser. Connected to a smart phone application,
iTraq [56] utilizes multiple technology to collect nuanced
location data. Data can be accessed via internet through smart
phone application. AngelSense [57] device keeps track of the
patient in both indoor and outdoor environments, learns travel
patterns, and alerts the caregiver in case of increased speed,
delays or unfamiliar location. Project Lifesaver [58] is a radio
frequency enabled tracking system that allows remote tracking
of the patient, consisting of a transmitter worn by the patient
and a receiver device for the caregiver. We summarize features
of the mentioned devices in Table VI.
IX.

D ISCUSSION

Technology could play a beneficial role in aiding individuals with dementia if employed in a pragmatic way. For
example, if the device design or usage mechanism is too
complicated for the patients, it might cause hindrance in
their daily lives. In a participatory design study conducted by
Robinson et al. [59], several factors have been pointed out
by users (dementia patients and their caregivers) regarding the
purpose of technology in wandering management. Technology
should help prevent patients from getting lost, reduce caregiver
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Fig. 6. Deterministic algorithm proposed by Vuong et al. [17] to detect and label the four wandering patterns (Direct, Random, Pacing, and Lapping) [21] in
movement trajectory data of patients with dementia. Three sub-modules are employed to detect and mark direct, lapping, and pacing sub-sequences within an
episode; any other sub-sequence is marked as random.

TABLE VI.

C OMMERCIAL D EVICES AVAILABLE FOR WANDERING B EHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

Product
name
Trax [51]

Wear
Method
Versatile

Sensor

Features

Data

GPS

Location, Orientation, Speed

Safe
Link
[52]
[53] PocketFinder

Versatile

GPS

Scheduled Geofence, Alert
notification, Dimensions 2.2”
x 1.5” x 0.4”
SOS button

Versatile

Mindme
[54]

Pendant

GPS, Cellular ID,
Google Wi-Fi Touch
Triangulation
GPS

GPS Smart
Sole [55]

Shoe

GPS

SOS button, Geofence, Speed
alert, Low battery alert, Dimensions 1.6” x 3” x 0.6”
Geofence,
Multi-network
SIM card, Low battery alert,
Dimensions 60mm x 44mm
x 14mm
Geofence, No-Motion Sleep
Mode

iTraq [56]

Versatile

AngelSense
[57]

Cloth

GPS,
Temperature
sensor, Accelerometer,
GLONASS,
Cellular ID, WiFi, iBeacon micro
location
GPS, Microphone

Project Lifesaver [58]

Ankle

Radio signal

Geofence, SOS button, Wireless charger, Water & dust
resistant, Long battery life,
Dimensions 2.05” x 2.05” x
0.43”
SOS button, Phone Call,
High-speed alert, Unknown
place alert
–

Data Transmission
Cellular network

Software

System Components

Mobile app.

GPS device, Mobile
phone

Location

Internet

Location

Internet

Mobile
app.,
Website
Mobile app

Location

Internet, Cellular network

Website

GPS device, Mobile
phone, Cloud server
GPS device, Mobile
phone, Google Premier Mapping
GPS device, Desktop computer, Mobile phone

Location,
Speed, Bearing,
Altitude
Location, Temperature

Internet, Cellular network

Mobile
Website

Internet, Cellular network

Mobile app.

Location,
Routes, Speed,
Sound
–

Internet, Cellular network

Mobile app.

GPS device, Mobile
phone

Radio frequency

–

Transmitter,
Receiver
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computer
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anxiety and abrupt disruption in caregiver routine, aid in usual
activities, as well as promote independence and confidence.
Technology could aid patients to help themselves, without
seeking help from others, as well as have the provisions to start
communication in emergency situations and initiate a rescue.
In another study, McCabe et al. [60] focused on how a GPS
embedded device could assist dementia patients in coordination
of travel or movements and prevent wandering related hazards
and they received similar feedback from users. The objectives
are to increase quality of life by promoting independence, to
reduce risks, stress and burden of vigilance, to increase safety
and security, and to provide assurance of being found if lost,
thus giving more freedom to travel to unfamiliar places. The
challenge is to incorporating technology in everyday life so
that they do not disrupt regular activities along with freedom
and privacy [59]. To always remember and maintain to carry
device is another challenge to be observed while designing a
new device [59].
A. Design Suggestions from User Studies
We want to analyze if the systems described above comply
with the facts revealed in user centric design studies by Holbo
et al. [61], Robinson et al. [59], McCabe et al. [60], and Wan
et al. [62].
1) Mobile Device: We notice, all solutions we discussed so
far, requires a person with dementia to carry a mobile device,
may it be a mobile smart phone or a RFID tag, watch, shoe
or bracelet. The mechanism of tracking would render useless
if the device is not with patient when wandering episode
occurs. The concept relies on user’s memory and ability of
independent living, which may not be dependable in case
of dementia. Device maintenance is another issue that might
prove to be cumbersome. Some design suggestions regarding
mobile device includes easy integration in daily routine [59],
portable size and weight [61], [59], [60], and disguised or
less visible [61], [60]. In the outdoor scenario, it is evident
that cellular phone or smart phone is frequently employed.
Although pervasive and programmable, in the user study conducted by Robinson et al. [59], elderly participants mentioned
their discomfort in using mobile phone. It needs to be charged
and switched on routinely, which could be difficult to maintain
for a dementia patient on their own, rendering the device
unreliable. The user interface is comparatively complicated
and might be unfamiliar as the phone may accommodate a
range of applications along with the applications aimed to aid
the dementia patients. On the other hand, mobile phones are
preferable for their usability in making and receiving voice
calls [61].
2) Alert Button and Safe Zones: Tradeoff between privacy
and safety, a discussion that came up in user studies, is
balanced in some systems using safe-zone alarms, where
location data in transmitted to trusted caregiver only when
patient venture outside of predetermined boundary, as opposed
to track and store data continuously. Incidentally, the concepts
of safe-zones and alert notifications [61], [59], [60] have
also been discussed in need-finding studies. Several systems
we mentioned integrate these ideas in their algorithms. A
distinguishable, easily accessible, dedicated alert button on
the device may be used in notifying caregiver or emergency

services of emergency situations through signal or message
[61], [60].
3) User Interface: A simple user interface is desirable to
ensure ease of use in emergency situations. Systems running
their applications on smart phones with other software, in
case of application malfunction or shut down, would be
challenging if a manual restart is required. In contrast, at
present, smart phones are pervasive, carried everywhere and
less conspicuous; an additional device attached to a person may
draw unwanted attention. Moreover, technologies to aid other
dementia symptoms, if necessary, may have to be integrated
into the same device or system ecology, increasing complexity.
Dedicated buttons for issuing alerts are proposed by users,
which is difficult to achieve in multi-purpose devices. The user
studies reveal a need for simple user interface that is easy to
use for patient with dementia [61]. Various exclusive buttons
have been suggested to increase ease of use – ‘Call Home’
button to call primary caregiver number [61], ‘Alert’ or ‘I need
help’ button to announce emergency [61], [60], ‘Route’ button
to request navigation [61]. An ‘Alert’ button on the caregiver
device is also suggested, that would trigger tracking of the
patient’s device.
4) Navigation, Communication and Remote Monitoring:
To increase independence in travel, navigational tools, with
similar navigational interface as familiar pre-existing devices
[61] [60], are suggested in user study, for guiding a user
to a destination [59] or assist in finding route to a known
place. Several such system proposals were found during our
survey. Global Positioning System(GPS) is the most prominent
technology utilized to localize an individual, experiments, and
evaluation proving it to be quite effective and adequately
reliable in this domain. It is feasible in terms of availability,
portability, and expense. In the user study [60], it is mentioned
that the internet is not preferred as communication medium
for lack of usage skills of dementia patients, whereas mobile
network-based communication (phone calls and text messages)
are preferred. In practice, the internet is the most popular
medium utilized for data transmission, followed by mobile
network communication modules. Two-way communication
between caregiver and patient is suggested in [61], [59], [60].
Remote monitoring of a patient may reduce caregiver burden
and stress as well as to ensure patient safety. It would be
a useful feature if the monitoring system has provisions to
handle purposeful change of route and breaks without alerting
caregivers. To maintain patient privacy, the tracking could be
triggered to start, by pressing a button or from lack of response from patient. All time online tracking is also suggested
[61]. In fact, in practice, both all-time tracking and selected
tracking have been considered by the proposed frameworks.
Furthermore, tracking information should be sent to caregiver
chosen by the patient [59].
B. Special Features
In addition to a general system design, some special features are proposed in the literature to enhance user comfort and
reduce false positive warnings. Distance between caregivers
and person with dementia could be measured to establish if
patient is accompanied by a known person [40]. Speed of travel
can be utilized to automatically detect travel mode (motor vehicle or walking) [40], [8] and define separate intervention and
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notification protocols for different scenarios. Even if patient is
inside a marked safe zone, he or she might be wandering due
to spatial disorientation. A panic button feature may enable
her to trigger an alert situation [40]. In contrast, if person with
dementia is travelling outside the safe zone on purpose, an
option to enable daily mode or travel mode may also help
reduce unnecessary warnings. Wandering at an unsafe hour
within a safe zone can be managed by time surveillance [40].
Patient location data could be sent to caregivers periodically at
scheduled intervals or only when an abnormal situation occurs.
A special feature proposed by [41] enables caregiver to receive
last ten locations of person with dementia immediately upon
pressing a panic button. System failure warnings such as low
battery alarm and inactivity alarm [41] are effective in avoiding
further mishaps.
C. Challenges in Experiment Design
Experiments conducted for researches regarding algorithm
formulation require user participation for data collection. Due
to ethical constraints surrounding experiments involving human subjects, data are not publicly available. We notice that
most experiments are conducted on data sets that are quite
limited in size collected from a limited number of subjects.
Therefore, it is possible that the results suffer from experimental setup biases and do not necessarily reflect real world
scenarios. Moreover, comparison among different approaches
and algorithms are not feasible as data, platform, environment,
experiment design is quite different. For example, some algorithms are based on room to room movement where each room
is treated as discrete point in trajectory [16], [17], whereas
other algorithms consider consecutive co-ordinate in space, as
discrete points in trajectory [6], [46]. Moreover, all algorithms
are based on generic models of the aforementioned patterns.
In reality, the patterns may vary depending on the person,
differentiation between wandering and purposeful movements
may not be so straightforward. In short, methodologies in devising and evaluating the algorithms differ in terms of utilized
technologies, collected data, experiment ecology and study
subjects. Moreover, we particularly notice redefinition of or
deviation from the basic patterns to fit them in environmental
setting or scenarios.
D. Merging Indoor and Outdoor Scenarios
A single system, that considers various scenarios (i.e. both
indoor and outdoor) or definitions of wandering would be
complex to design and implement. GPS (Global Positioning
System) is a prevalent technology in research endeavors regarding tracking patients in outdoor environment [6], [10] [11],
[12], [13], [62]. On the other hand, detecting wandering in an
indoor environment needs a different set of equipment, that is
suitable for a smaller area of travel - RFID tags, magnetometers
as sensory devices and local computer as remote server for
data storage and calculation. Some solutions accommodate
sending notifications to other end users, to seek for help or
informing current status. Some create interventions for person
with dementia to coerce them to a predefined, beneficial action.
It is apparent that in the indoor setting, RFID sensor data
(Cartesian space coordinates) are prevalent, whereas GPS data
(Longitude, Latitude) is used in the outdoor experiments. A
challenge is to seamlessly merge the two scenarios under

one algorithm or system; for example, upon detection of
home-zone, the indoor wandering detection sub-component
would be turned on. The problem arises when person with
dementia ventures into an unknown indoor environment. There,
technology like RFID, with wall mounted sensors of limited
range, will not be feasible. Again, GPS data is not precise
enough to detect patterns in a confined, smaller area.
E. Effect of Emerging Technologies
Most, if not all, systems that we mention here, leverage
technologies, frameworks or algorithms from computing and
electronics domain, rather than being built exclusively for the
medical domain. As a result, technology, used in building a
system, change or rather evolve with new inventions in various
sectors in information technology industry. This is clearly
evident when we compare ‘Opportunity Knocks’, which was
proposed in 2004, with similar solutions like ‘iWander’ [8],
‘iRoute’ [37] and ‘LaCasa’ [15], which were published in
2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively. To collect data, Opportunity
Knocks uses Bluetooth sensor beacon and General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) enabled cell-phone. The sensor beacon
sends information to cell-phone, which in turn forwards this
information to a remote server, that computes the location of
the user using Geographic Information System (GIS) database.
Merging these various platforms robustly and efficiently is
challenging, considering connectivity, latency and data loss.
In subsequent solutions [37], [8], [15], researchers moved on
to Android smart phones, which have comparatively advanced
location sensory and storage mechanisms (GPS, Google map
and Cloud database), leveraging applications embedded in the
same device. Functionality of the social network application
(the study was done in 2009) developed in [33] mirrors
social media applications of the present time. Rather than
building a new framework, integrating this application to a
more prevalent, robust, secure social media platform would be
more efficient and relevant in the present context.
F. Challenges in Practical Use
Any technology employed, should be feasible to use in
real life, especially for dementia patients. Here, the trade-off is
between increasing privacy of the patient and reducing risks. It
is crucial to maintain connectivity at most times and to ensure
that the sensors are triggered by targeted behaviors without fail.
Additionally, contingency plans should be in place to account
for the failure of the primary technology. Patient needs to carry
the equipment at all times for optimal result. Ensuring comfort
and physical safety is of paramount importance. In human
centered research, an important consideration is to select a
technology that does not hinder the safety and comfort of the
patients. Drawing examples from the discussed systems, the
application proposed in [8] accommodates several promising
aspects. This can be integrated with Android devices (i.e. mobile cell phones), used regularly, thus eliminating the need to
carry additional technology. Most features are automated and
do not require a feedback from user, which is convenient in this
domain. Learning capability of detection component makes
the system customizable for an individual. One drawback of
the system is that the patient must carry the device while
travelling outside. If lost or forgotten, system might provide
faulty information or gather incorrect training data. It utilizes
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several application layer services (Google map, Google Voice
call, audio prompt, Text messaging and Email applications)
to produce alert messages. Therefore, it is required that the
applications are available to be invoked when needed. It is
claimed, that data collected over time improves the prediction
performance of the system, and more usage results in improved
accuracy. We notice the system proposed in [32] needs to
act as an intelligent agent, without human intervention. This
publication is from 2004; we notice, from later studies, that
location map component of the system can be replaced by
dynamic Google map. Two different devices and two modes of
media are being used, to ensure message delivery to caregiver,
which introduces another layer of connectivity. The authors
also mention the dimension of the device (51mm x 34mm x
16mm and 27g), which seems feasible to carry around, which
is an important aspect in terms of user comfort. There is always
a trade-off between usability and performance of devices that
are required to maintain online connectivity. The data communication process via a third party, may introduce considerable
latency. Also, this procedure requires all-time connectivity,
data transmission and power supply of equipment. Several
features mentioned in the user studies, are implemented in
commercial devices also, for example alert buttons, safe-zones
and longer battery life.
X.

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

C ONCLUSION

With the ever-growing rate of dementia patients, it is
imperative to have automated technological systems to increase
independence in daily living and reduce accidents and stress.
Wandering, being a pervasive behavior in persons with dementia, may result in unpredictable, insecure situations. We set
out to address this problem, assembled literature to understand
wandering behavior and how technology can assist in managing this behavior. Our survey revealed systems can be classified
according to the perception of wandering, environmental setting, and underlying algorithms. Researchers integrate existing
sensor, communication, hardware, and software technology to
model a solution suitable for wandering behavior identification,
as well as the issuance of notification and intervention. Several
studies attempt to formulate algorithms to identify patterns in
movement trajectories. While some components of proposed
systems are parallel to results from need-finding user studies,
there are areas where human computer interaction-based research would help in developing user and domain centering
features.
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